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Abstract. This working note describes the results of CVG Jena Fulda
team for the fish recognition task in SeaCLEF 2016. Our method is based
on convolutional neural networks applied to object proposals for detec-
tion as well as species classification. We are using background subtraction
proposals that are filtered by a binary SVM classifier for fish detection
and a multiclass SVM for species classification. Both SVM’s utilize CNN
features extracted from AlexNet. With this pipeline we achieve a recog-
nition precision of 66% and a normalized counting score of 58% on the
provided test dataset. We also show that classification of background
subtraction proposals works much better for fish detection than back-
ground subtraction on its own.
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1 Introduction

This paper presents the participation of the CVG Jena Fulda team in the
SeaCLEF 2016 Task 1. This task deals with automatic fish recognition of coral
reef species in low resolution videos. All fishes are presented in their natural
unrestricted habitat. See Fig. 1 for example frames.

This task is important to enhance computer vision methods for biodiversity
applications. Many scientists in the field of ecology collect large amounts of video
data to monitor biodiversity in their specific applications. But manual analysis
of this data is time consuming and requires knowledge of rear human experts,
which makes it impossible to evaluate data in a large scale. However, this large
scale analysis is essential to obtain the knowledge to save ecosystems that have
a large impact on the human population. Therefore, tools for automatic video
analysis need to be developed to support the work of ecologists.

We have a special interest in this task because our team works on a closely
related problem [7]. In our application we deal with high resolution underwater
video analysis of fish species at the Adriatic sea in Croatia.



We noticed that detection is a crucial part in a fish classification and count-
ing system. But we also experienced that fish detection is a difficult problem,
due to lighting changes and the complex background in a natural environment.
Therefore, we focus in the following paper on robust fish detection.

Last years participants [2, 3] in this task used median image background
subtraction for fish detection. Boom et al. [1] also utilized background sub-
traction methods and post processed detection results with an objectness fil-
ter to remove bad detections. In contrast to that, we classify fish proposals by
CNN features [4].

In this work we propose the use of object proposal classification for fish
detection. Object proposals are obtained by background subtraction and then
classified into fish and background by a binary support vector machine (SVM).
For fish recognition we utilize a multiclass SVM trained for the 15 considered
species. Both SVM’s are using the same CNN features, extracted from AlexNet
[8], for prediction.

Our detection approach is very similar to the idea of region-based convolu-
tional neural networks (R-CNN) presented by Girshick et al. [6]. In contrast to
[6] we are using the background subtraction method of Stauffer and Grimson
[12] instead of selective search [14] for proposal generation, since we can exploit
time information in the video data. Another difference is that we do not apply
domain specific fine tuning to the CNN.

2 Fish Dataset

Fig. 1: Example frames from six different videos of the SeaCLEF 2016 dataset.



The provided dataset: The dataset contains videos and images of fish species
in their natural coral reef environment. It is divided into a training and a test
set. Example frames from six different videos are shown in Fig. 1.

The provided training set consists of 20 low resolution videos and more than
20000 sample images of 15 fish species. There are 5 videos with a resolution of
640 × 480 pixels and 15 videos with 320 × 240 pixels. All videos are annotated
by two human experts with bounding boxes and species names.

The test set contains 73 videos with a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels.

Dataset preparation: We split the given training videos into two parts with
10 videos each. One part will be used as validation set. The other 10 videos and
all sample images will be used for training and will be called training set in the
rest of this paper.

3 Method

3.1 Overview

Our main idea is to build a fish detector and to use detections for species clas-
sification. Since the application of background subtraction methods on its own
leads to a large number of false detections, we use background subtraction to
get fish proposals and classify each proposal as as fish or background. Then, all
fish detections are classified as one of 15 species or rejected. Both classifieres, for
detection and species recognition, are using the same features.

3.2 Object proposal classification for fish detection

Our fish detection approach consists of three steps. (1.) Generation of bounding
box proposals. (2.) Extraction of CNN features for each proposal. (3.) Classifi-
cation of each bounding box proposal as fish or background. Please see Fig. 2 for
illustration of these steps.

In step (1.) we use the background subtraction algorithm of Stauffer and
Grimson [12], which uses a probabilistic background model that represents each
pixel as a mixture of Gaussians. The result of this algorithm is a binary mask
that indicates which pixels are background (see Fig. 2a). This mask is further
used to obtain a second background mask (see Fig. 2b) by applying an erosion
filter to it, which allows us to separate nearby fishes.

After that we apply the blob detection method of Suzuki and Abe [13] to
both masks to get bounding box proposals (see Fig. 2c). Bounding boxes that
have a smaller area than 100 pixels are removed, since these proposals are to
small for species classification.

(2.) Now we use the generated proposals to extract CNN features from
AlexNet [8], that was pretrained on ILSVRC 2012 [11]. As features we choose
the activations of the 7th hidden layer (relu7 ) in the convolutional network. Note
that we did not fine tune the convolutional net by training it with fish images.



(a) Background subtraction mask (b) Eroded mask

(c) Object proposals (d) Boxes that where classified as fish

Fig. 2: Result images of different stages in our fish detection pipeline. Red boxes
are predicted and blue boxes are ground truth. This figure is best viewed in
color.

(3.) Based on these features we utilize a binary SVM for classifying each
bounding box proposal as fish or background (see Fig. 2d). Then we choose from
all fish detections the boxes with a confidence level that is higher or equal to 0.5.
In oder to obtain a probability measure from SVM scores we used Platt scaling
[10] as implemented in scikit-learn [9].

As a post processing step we apply non-maximum suppression to remove
duplicate boxes for all fishes.

Detector training: To train our detector we extract CNN features (see step
(2.)) and fit the SVM classifier to the classes background and fish. As training
data we utilize the fish sample images of the training set (see section 2) and
extract all annotated fishes from the 10 training videos. As background examples
we generate object proposals from training set videos and extract those boxes
that have no intersection with a ground truth fish box.



3.3 Species classification using CNN features

As in our previous work [7] we use CNN features [4] and a multiclass SVM for
species prediction. We utilize the same CNN features that where extracted in
detection step (2.) from AlexNet [8], which was pretrained on ImageNet. As
features we choose the activations of the 7th hidden layer (relu7) in the network.

When the confidence level for a classification is lower than 0.5 we consider it
as an unknown fish and reject it. In order to get probabilities from SVM scores
we use the method of Wu et al. [15].

The SVM is trained with a one-vs-rest strategy for the 15 considered fish
species. The training data are composed of the provided species sample images
and all annotated fishes cropped from training set (see section 2) videos.

4 Results

4.1 Fish detection results

One of our main interest is how well object proposal classification (OPC) works
for fish detection compared to background subtraction on its own. For that
purpose we will first describe the methods listed in results Tab. 1 and then
define our Pascal VOC [5] like evaluation process. Finally we will discuss our
fish detection results presented in Fig. 3 and Tab. 1.

Table 1: Average precision for OPC (object proposal classification) detection and
background substraction on our validation dataset. All values are in percent.

Method average precision

BgsMedian 0.34

BgsGMM 4.35

OPC (BgsMedian) 18.28

OPC (BgsGMM) 40.66

Methods: The first method, called BgsMedian in Tab. 1, computes a median
background image for all frames in a video and subtracts the current frame from
that background image. A specific pixel in the median image is calculated by
using the median value of all pixels at same position in the video. This method
was also used by last year participants [3, 2].

The second method, referenced as BgsGMM, was developed by Stauffer and
Grimson [12] and uses a probabilistic background model that represents each
pixel as a mixture of Gaussians.

To obtain bounding boxes from these background subtraction methods we
applied blob detection proposed by Suzuki and Abe [13].



Fig. 3: Precision-Recall graph for fish detection with OPC (object proposal clas-
sification) and background subtraction on its own.

OPC (BgsMedian) and OPC (BgsGMM) are using the pipeline described in
section 3.2 with the exception that BgsMedian is used for bounding box proposal
generation in OPC (BgsMedian).

In our Experiments we fine tuned the parameter of the background sub-
traction methods for fish detection when used on its own. When we used these
methods for proposal generation the parameter have been adjusted to get many
fish proposals.

Evaluation process: As in Pascal VOC [5], we consider a fish detection as
correct (true positive) if the intersection over union ratio (iou) for a ground
truth box with a predicted box is greater or equal to 0.5. If there is more than
one predicted box that satisfies this condition for a specific ground truth box:
Then one predicted box is considered as true positive and the remaining boxes
are counted as false positives.

Discussion: Fig. 3 and Tab. 1 present detection results for the above mentioned
methods. The OPC (BgsGMM) approach works best in our setup. For detection
by background subtraction BgsGMM has a higher average precision score than
BgsMedain. Whereby average precision of BgsGMM is 36.35% lower than OPC
(BgsGMM).



In general it can be observed that OPC detection approaches work better
than background subtraction in our setup, although the CNN was not fine tuned
to fish images.

4.2 Species classification

For species classification we used the detections of OPC (BgsGMM) and ex-
tracted CNN features to classify each detection as one of the 15 considered fish
species. If the confidence level for a classification was lower than 0.5 it was re-
jected.

With this pipeline we achieve a counting score (CS) of 83%, a precision of
66% and a normalized counting score (NCS) of 58% (see Fig. 4). CS and NCS
are used as scoring functions in SeaCLEF 2016 and are defined as:

CS = e
− d

Ngt (1)

with d as the difference between the number of ground truth occurrences Ngt

and the predicted occurrences per species.

NCS = CS · precision (2)

Fig. 4 shows the results for SeaCLEF 2016. From this year participants we
have achieved the best results in the fish species identification task. Compared
to last years winner [3] who achieved a CS of 89%, a precision of 81% and a
NCS of 72% there is still a little work to do. In future we plan to incorporate
tracking, which will improve fish detection and classification results. We further
plan to use larger CNN models and want to fine tune these models for fishes,
since this worked really well for Choi [3].

5 Conclusion

This paper described our participation in SeaCLEF 2016 fish species recognition
task. We focused on robust fish detection, since the simple application of back-
ground subtraction methods leads to a large number of false detections. There-
fore we compared traditional background subtraction methods, mainly used for
fish detection so far, with object proposal classification (OPC) for detection.
We show that OPC fish detection (Fig. 2) works much better than background
subtraction (Fig. 3) in our setup.

For species recognition we use the same CNN features as for detection and
classified each fish with a multiclass SVM. Using this pipeline we achieve a
normalized counting score of 58% and a precision of 66% (see Fig. 4) on the
provided test dataset.

For the future we plan to incorporate fish tracking. We also want to use larger
CNN models and fine tune these models to fish data.



Fig. 4: Results, published on the SeaCLEF 2016 website. Our team is shown in
blue.
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